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Lecture Outline: Week 2

‣ Overview of Course/Syllabus

‣ Designers lack knowledge of Materials Sciences

‣ Deductive vs. Inductive Reasoning.

‣ What is form? The relationship between form and 
materials

‣  Form after function: the evolution of product design



A Whole New Layer of Skin
‣ Recently, BMW posted a video on YouTube 

of GINA, a curvaceous concept car with 
plastic skin instead of metal.  In one week, 
it generated 2 million ‘hits’.

‣ In the video, GINA stretches her gull-wing 
doors and blinks her cat-eye headlights.

‣ Chief BMW designer Chris Bangle explains 
that GINA’s catsuit can be ‘zipped on’ in 
under two hours.

‣ The message? A car’s steel skeleton 
protects you, so why not wrap your ride 
into something more lifelike.

‣ What do you think of a car with a 
stretchable, fabric-like skin? Any pluses/
drawbacks? (Source: Newsweek. June 30, 2008)



A Whole New Layer of Skin



A Whole New Layer of Skin

‣ BMW presents GINA, a new take 
on car design, materials, and 
flexibility. The GINA replaces the 
traditional metal/plastic skin with a 
textile fabric skin that’s pulled taut 
around a frame of metal and carbon 
fiber wires. Even the shape of the 
car can change. Fascinating and 
creative design study. (Source BMW 
GmbH)



A Whole New Layer of Skin

Translucent fabric allows lights to show through



Overview of Course
‣Course Description

‣The aim of this course is to develop a methodology for selecting materials and 
processes that is design-oriented. 

‣This course provides students with an understanding of materials choices in 
designing interactive objects and environments. The range of available materials 
and manufacturing processes is vast, but all choices must respond to the 
requirements posed by the particular artifact being designed. 

‣The course thus aims first at understanding the criteria that affect material 
choices in design such as: 

‣Physical properties of materials

‣The design process

‣Human factors/interaction

‣Social aspect of Materials (connotation

‣Natural Forces that act on material

‣Manipulation and the affordances of material

‣Manufacturing/Fabrication Methods

‣Environmental factors 



Overview of Course
‣Objectives/Goals:

‣In this course, students will:

‣Understand the physical properties of various types of materials used in product 
design. E.g. polymers, metals, ceramics etc.

‣Research, specify and justify material choices within that class

‣Gain an understanding of the design process and its relation to material selection

‣Understand the relevance of human factors when designing with materials e.g. 
weight, texture, scale of object

‣Study the social connotations and perceptions connected with various materials. 
e.g. steel=durability, longevity

‣Research the natural, physical forces that act on materials e.g. torsion, compression 
and other strains.

‣Gain basic knowledge of manufacturing processes to enhance their designs

‣Study the breadth of issues affecting material choices in design including the social 
responsibility of the designer.

‣Understand how material choices affect the performance of designs (affordances)



Design and Materials
‣   We live in a world of Materials- it is 

materials that give substance to 
everything we see and touch 

‣   Our species, homo-sapiens differs    
from other species with our ability 
to design.

‣   Using materials, we can see in an 
object than merely its external 
form. (Ashby, Materials and Design: The Art and 
Science of Material Selection in Product Design)



Design and Materials

‣    Objects can have meaning, carry associations or be symbols of 
more abstract ideas

‣    Indeed, designed objects, symbolic as well as utilitarian, predate 
any recorded language (Ashby)

Bone tools found from the Graham Cave Excavation,
MIssouri, c. 1972



Design Materials are 
Ubiquitous



Design Materials are 
Ubiquitous



What Exactly is 
Material?

‣    The atom is the building block of 
the elements.

‣    Atoms are the smallest group that 
defines material substance. 

‣    Within the composition of the 
atom, the characteristics of 
materials are determined.

‣    Atoms are very sound units,  able 
to remain intact through almost 
any onslaught of forces that they 
encounter: heat, chemical reaction 
and electrical charge. (Ashby)



Designers Lack Knowledge of 
Materials Science

‣   Engineers have ready access to information of the 
sort they need-handbooks, selection software, 
advisory services from vendors, and optimization 
codes for safe, economical design.

‣   Product designers complain that they do 
not have the equivalent support.

‣   In higher education, teaching of science and 
technical application of materials is highly 
developed and systemized, but no similar 
abundance of support for teaching of materials in 
industrial design. (Ashby)



Designers Lack Knowledge of 
Materials Science

‣    A designer, whether on a a design 
team or acting alone as a design 
consultant is responsible for the 
form and appearance of a product.

‣    If designers are unaware of certain 
available materials and process for 
manufacture, they will be limited in 
their creative potential, much like a 
composer writing a symphony totally 
unaware of the range of ‘colours’ and 
the capability of various instruments.

‣    Students need to visualize and 
develop forms that ultimately be 
manufactured (even if theoretically) 
(Ashby)



Designers vs. Engineers

‣    Technical terms used by engineers are not 
the normal language of product designers.

‣    Product designers express ideas and describe 
materials in qualitative rather than quantitative 
ways.

‣    As well Engineers and Designers think in different 
manners. The former use deductive reasoning 
(analysis) while Designers used inductive 
reasoning (synthesis).



Deductive Reasoning 
(Analysis)

‣Deductive reasoning works from the more general to the more 
specific. Sometimes this is informally called a "top-down" approach. 

‣In other word it is the ability to apply general rules to 
specific problems to produce answers that make sense.

‣ We narrow down even further when we collect observations to 
address the hypotheses. This ultimately leads us to be able to test the 
hypotheses with specific data -- a confirmation (or not) of our original 
theories



Inductive Reasoning 
(Synthesis)

‣Inductive methods for selecting materials use  perception and visualization

‣The combining of separate elements or substances to form a coherent whole

‣Inductive reasoning works the other way, moving from specific 
observations to broader generalizations and theories. Informally, 
we sometimes call this a "bottom up" approach 

‣ In inductive reasoning, we begin with specific observations and measures, begin 
to detect patterns and regularities, formulate some tentative hypotheses that 
we can explore, and finally end up developing some general conclusions or 
theories.



‣    In order to succeed, that consumers 
will buy the products of designers 
certain factors must be addressed:  

‣    Function: Products must be 
practical, functional in use and have a 
personality that satisfies and gives 
delight.

‣    Form: Market conditions suggest 
that the success of a product is won 
or lost through its visual and tactile 
appeal, 

How do Materials 
Relate to Design?



‣    Design can be considered a ‘plan for 
order’.

‣      Pevsner, the design historian, implies an 
arrangement of materials into a form 
that will fulfill a specific. purpose. In this 
summation, we find three criteria for 
judging design:

‣ 1. It should express the material form 
from which it was created.

‣ 2. It should have an aesthetically 
pleasing form

‣ 3. It should fulfill the function for which 
it was intended 

What is Design?



‣    Thus materials, have two overlapping roles:  Providing 
technical functionality and that of creating product 
personality (form).

Materials in Design



‣   From the standpoint of the designer, form is the    
combination of size, shape, and mass that composes  
a design.

‣   Form may spring entirely from the imagination of 
the designer

‣   On the other hand, it may result from specific 
requirements, such as the function for which it was 
intended.

1. What is Form?



‣ Function relates to the utility of a design, or how 
well it can perform its job.

‣ When people who use their hands in their work 
become proficient at their profession, they often 
demand tools that have a finely adjusted form.

‣ Functionality is subjective:  The differences between 
the magnificent tool and the mediocre tool may be 
slight at times and may exist in the mind of the user 

2. What is Function?



Another Way to Look at Form, Function 
and Material

Function:  Changes the state of things.

Form and Material:  Control that change.



Case Study of Form and Function 
Balance: Bang & Olufsen

Which do you think is more functional?



‣   So what role do design materials play with regards to 
the ‘form and function model’ ?

‣   Some designers plan a design with a specific 
function in mind; while others visualize a 
form interesting in itself.

‣   Sometimes a material will seem irresistable- a 
sheet of steel or, a piece of wood, or the pliable 
qualities of plastic and the designer will design a 
work to make the most of its special qualities

Expression of Materials: Form & Function 



‣    We can look from the example of a 
different sculptors and one 
industrial designer.

‣     Auguste Rodin responded to 
the sensuousness of marble when 
he created the Danaid.

‣    Every bone and muscle is beautifully 
articulated, and the flesh seems 
almost as though it would be warm 
to the touch as the marble 
luminously conveys the human 
form.

Case Study: Expression of Materials (Form)



‣In this example, we see the Eton 
Generator radio styled by Porsche 
Design of Germany.

‣Porsche has masterfully incorporated 
the function of the device into the 
design. We see the  cast aluminum hand 
crank dominate the design, as well as 
the serrated edged tuning dial.

‣In this design, function clearly 
dominates.  As well, the materials 
chosen reflect a machine aesthetic. 
These include the aluminum body and 
hand crank.  A rubber grill and metal 
screws.

Case Study: Expression of Function (Materials)



‣ Is there such a thing as perfect functionality?  What role does 
material play? Can the form/material evolve to enhance 
functionality? Let’s look at the example of the garden hand 
shovel.

Case Study: The Garden Shovel



‣ The answer is probably ‘no’.

‣ The small hand shovel with the rusted metal and cracked 
wooden handle will probably be replaced by a newer one.

‣ Even if we were able to synthesize the perfect material, the 
form would be still questionable; all those who came into 
contact would have an opinion as to the perfect form.

Case Study: The Garden Shovel



‣ Biologists say that all morphology is adaptive, meaning that 
through its generations, a species will alter its form to better 
suit its climate, terrain, movements, food intake and other 
aspects of its functioning in that environment.

‣Designers have put it in another way - form follows 
function, meaning that the form of an object should be 
obedient to its function. 

‣These statements suggest that the evolving form in the human 
and natural environments are forever changing, aspiring to the 
elusive form of perfect obedience.

The Evolution of Product Design: Form after 
Function



‣ There are many plants and animals that have 
remained unchanged through antiquity to 
the present while their environment has 
changed.

‣ These species have required little refinement 
to survive.

‣ Similarly, there are some highly successful 
man-made designs which endure remarkably 
well in our society. 

‣ The key ingredient in all successful 
forms have economy as a common 
factor.

‣ Economy means efficiency, it should not be 
mistaken for when something is lacking. 
Rather, an efficient design is geared as 
precisely to its use.

The Evolution of Product Design: Economy 
of Design



Some Examples of Design ‘Efficiency’

Shape:  Whether sheet metal, plastic or glass, the 
shape of the funnel reinforces the strength of the 
material because of its conical form.

Fabrication:  Additionally, it is well suited to 
sheet metal layout and rolling processing methods.

Form:  The form of the funnel tends to spiral the 
liquid from the the larger opening to the smaller 
opening, thus speeding its passage

Visually Intuitive:  The design is visually articulate, as
the very form of the funnel tells of its purpose. 



Some Examples of Design ‘Efficiency’
The bowline knot is another example of an 
efficient design. 

Function: 
-It is almost impossible to slip, yet can
 come apart with ease.
-Its simplicity makes it easy to tie.
-It becomes stronger as greater force is placed
 on it, rather than weaker.

Material:
-Rope is made of several fibres which multiply
 its elastic strength several fold.



‣ With the advent of the industrial revolution 
and later on mass-production, consumer 
products could be created with greater 
efficiency compared to those hand 
hewn. 

‣ This allowed objects to be created with 
consistent quality, higher tolerances and 
consistencies in material quality as well as 
forms not attainable by the human hand.

‣ Design materials could now be exploited to 
their full potential in a variety of functional 
forms.

The Role of the Industrial Revolution 
& Mass Production



Something to Think About...
‣  Do you think that the argument   

of form after function still holds 
today? 

‣    New developments in materials and 
processes are sources of inspiration for 
product designers, suggesting novel 
visual, tactile, sculptural and spatial 
solutions to product design. 

‣    Examples include bright, translucent 
shapes, co-molding elastomers to 
give soft, tactile surfaces, and 
carbon fibre composites that allow 
exceptionally slender, delicate 
structures.
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Materials:  The Evolution of the 
Automobile Wheel

‣ Like many consumer products, the 
automobile wheel has evolved 
material-wise since its inception over 
100 years ago.  The only constant has 
been the basic shape or design based 
on a circle.

‣ The first wheels were probably made 
of wood, not granite as in Fred 
Flintstone’s convertible.

‣ Automobile wheels used wooden 
carriage wheels for quite a while, 
adapted from their horse-drawn 
predecessors. (Popular Mechanics, Sept. 
2008)

http://www.ford-devils-nordhessen.de/HP-Seiten/fordgeschichte/fordmodellseiten/modelt.htm

http://www.ford-devils-nordhessen.de/HP-Seiten/fordgeschichte/fordmodellseiten/modelt.htm
http://www.ford-devils-nordhessen.de/HP-Seiten/fordgeschichte/fordmodellseiten/modelt.htm


Materials:  The Evolution of the 
Automobile Wheel

‣With the development of 
the internal consumption 
engine and increased 
power and weight, 
wooden wheels were 
upgraded to steel.

‣ This took the form of 
either a hub-spoked-and-
rim design or a stamped, 
welded dish. (Popular 
Mechanics, Sept. 2008)

Left:1926 Packard 236 Phaeton, 
and below:1929 Reo Flying Cloud

http://www.ford-devils-nordhessen.de/HP-Seiten/fordgeschichte/fordmodellseiten/modelt.htm
http://www.ford-devils-nordhessen.de/HP-Seiten/fordgeschichte/fordmodellseiten/modelt.htm
http://www.ford-devils-nordhessen.de/HP-Seiten/fordgeschichte/fordmodellseiten/modelt.htm
http://www.ford-devils-nordhessen.de/HP-Seiten/fordgeschichte/fordmodellseiten/modelt.htm


Materials:  The Evolution of the 
Automobile Wheel

‣ Light weight steel-spoked 
wheels lingered until the 
mid 1950s, especially on 
fussy foreign sports 
cars,especially British 
ones.

‣ But American cars needed 
the stronger, heavier 
stamped and welded steel 
wheels. (Popular Mechanics, 
Sept. 2008)

Left:1926 Packard 236 Phaeton, 
and below:1929 Reo Flying Cloud



Materials:  The Evolution of the 
Automobile Wheel

‣ Steel’s weight penalty led racers 
and automobile manufacturers to 
explore magnesium- a metal as 
strong as aluminum, yet even 
lighter.

‣ Unfortunately, magnesium 
corrodes within hours unless its 
painted or regularly polished.

‣Worse, magnesium could catch 
fire in an accident and water 
acturally makes it burn more 
intensely. (Popular Mechanics, Sept. 2008)

Left:1926 Packard 236 Phaeton, 
and below:1929 Reo Flying Cloud

HMS Sheffield burning after being
hit by missile during Falklands War c. 1982



Materials:  The Evolution of the 
Automobile Wheel

‣ ‘Mag’ wheels were then relegated 
to race cars because of their on 
road liabilities.

‣ So what your grandfather calls 
‘mag’ wheels are actually an 
aluminum alloy.

‣ Modern alloy wheels are almost 
always painted.

‣ There are some enthusiasts who 
actually prefer chrome-plated 
their aluminum wheels, thereby 
increasing the sale of sunglasses 
for other motorists.

‣ (Popular Mechanics, Sept. 2008)

Left:1926 Packard 236 Phaeton, 
and below:1929 Reo Flying Cloud

OZ alloy wheel(simonjong.com)



Materials:  The Evolution of the 
Automobile Wheel

‣ Beyond aluminum, there are 
ultra-lightweight carbon-fibre 
wheels.

‣ In fact, wheel manufacturer 
Dymag sells carbon-fibre 
wheels with magnesium 
centers.

‣ (Popular Mechanics, Sept. 2008)

Left:1926 Packard 236 Phaeton, 
and below:1929 Reo Flying Cloud

Dymag Carbon-Fibre wheel (Hondatuning magazine)


